Mandated Recyclables

**Bottles & Cans**
- Aluminum Cans. **DO NOT INCLUDE:** FOIL, PIE TINS, TRAYS, COOKWARE
- Tin & Bi-Metal Cans
- Glass Bottles & Jars. **DO NOT INCLUDE:** DISHWARE, LIGHT BULBS, CERAMICS, WINDOW GLASS
- Plastic "Pourable Containers". Neck of bottle smaller than body, #1 #2
  Be careful to completely empty any container used for automotive fluids. Any leftover chemicals in containers can be disposed (call 732-683-8686 for appointment) at the Household Hazardous Waste Facility

**Newspapers**
- Newspapers and any inserts that come with the paper. **DO NOT INCLUDE ANY NEWSPAPER USED FOR PET WASTE OR HOUSEHOLD PROJECTS**

**Corrugated Cardboard**
- Waffle section between layers. **DO NOT INCLUDE:** FOOD CONTAMINATED CARDBOARD (e.g. pizza boxes) OR WAXED CARDBOARD. Break down boxes.

**Mixed Paper**
- Includes: letterhead, colored and white paper, junk mail, soft cover books, chipboard (e.g. cereal boxes). **DO NOT INCLUDE:** FOOD WRAPPERS, PAPER CUPS OR PLATES OR ANY OTHER PRODUCT USED FOR FOOD OR PERSONAL HYGIENE. NO HARDCOVER BOOKS (UNLESS COVER & BINDER IS REMOVED)

**Leaves and Grass Clippings**
- DO NOT DISPOSE WITH HOUSEHOLD TRASH. Most towns collect unbagged leaves in the fall and spring. Grass clippings can be left on the lawn, added to compost piles, or brought to special drop-off at county landfill (for a fee)

**Car Batteries & Motor Oil-Rechargeable & Button Batteries**
- Car batteries can be brought to a scrap yard. Motor oil can be brought to the County HHW facility, many municipal recycling depots, or local service stations. Most common household batteries (A, AA, AAA, C, D, 9 Volt) can be disposed in regular trash. However, rechargeable batteries should be brought to retail store drop offs (check [www.rbrc](http://www.rbrc) for locations), and silver “button batteries” should be returned to retail or county sponsored drop offs

**Bulky Recyclables**
- Tree Parts (stumps, limbs over 3 inches in diameter)
- Concrete & Asphalt
- Scrap Metals (including small metal appliances, window frames, etc)
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